SCOPE & SEQUENCE: Elementary General Music, Salem-Keizer School District
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1
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4

5

Pulse & Rhythm

Experience

simple and
compound

Pitch & Melody

strong and weak beats
in groups of 2, 3, and 4

m sl

Experience

2

3

4

extension:
conducting
patterns

number counting
(1, 2, 3, 4)
pentatonic

Subdivision
(1 + 2e+a)

mixed meter

major & minor scales
pentatonic scale

high

space note

same

loud

soft

Tempo

fast

slow

Form

same

different

voices

extension:
children,
adult

line note

step

s,

allegro

Vocal:
Instrumental:

treble clef
G clef

d’

major & minor scales (solfege)

f

t

lento

musical sentences
call/response
question/answer

pitch names
on staff

Bass Clef
F clef

leap

skip

moderato
extension:
motive,
phrase

unpitched percussion families
(wood, metal, skin, shakers)

connected
detached

Style & Tonality

Common Repertoire
(if only for exposure)

l,

dr

octave

_____

Timbre

m sl

low

Identify, Name,
Practice,
Demonstrate

Dynamics

Expressive Elements

extension:

extension:

Identify, Name,
Practice,
Demonstrate

extension:
legato,
staccato

ABA

extension:
ostinato

orchestral families
(string, brass, woodwind,
percussion)

contemporary,
classical

accelerando

rondo
Instruments:
non-Western
Large ensembles:
choir, orchestra

Grand Staff
extension:
C clef

ritardando
extension:
canon

extension:
string orch v.
symphony orch

jazz,
folk music of various cultures
De Colores

1.

2.

D.C. al Fine

coda

D.S. al Fine
Instruments: non-Western
Large ensembles:
band, symphony orchestra

Major

extension:
treble, men,
children, mixed
choirs

minor

We Shall Overcome

Small ensembles:
jazz combo,
rock band,
mariachi band

Major

extension:
non-Western
ensembles

minor

National Anthem

6-8 year-long standards per grade.
6 common, district-wide assessments.

• Numbered text = standards
• Dark = common assessments (CWAs or CMAs)
• [ ] = options/suggestions for depth

KG
Vocab: Pulse
& Rhythm

Beat
Fast, slow
Sound, silence

Respond

Essential Learning & Skills: “Students will/I can…”

1

2

3

4

5

Quarter note, quarter rest
Beamed eighth notes
Beat, rhythm
Strong, weak

Half note, half rest
Whole note, whole rest
Measure, bar line

Beamed sixteenth notes
Dotted half note
Time signature, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4

Syncopation
Flagged eighth note
Subdivision (eighths & sixteenths)

Dotted quarter note

1. Given two written rhythms, select the one
performed.

1. Given three written rhythms, select the one
performed.

1. Given four written rhythms, select the one
performed.

1. Given four written rhythms, select the one
performed.

1. Given four written rhythms, select the one
performed.

Ext: Produce a visual representation of a rhythm
heard.

Ext: Transcribe a rhythm heard.

Ext: Produce a visual representation of a rhythm
heard.

Ext: Transcribe a rhythm heard.

Ext: Transcribe a rhythm heard.

[Respond with a prescribed gesture or
movement to a steady beat at various
tempi from musical and non-musical
sources.]

[Demonstrate an understanding of beat
one as a strong beat.]

[Demonstrate an understanding of bar lines
and measures.]

[Label measures in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time with
appropriate number counting.]

[Label a rhythm with accurate subdivision.]

[Label a rhythm with accurate subdivision.]

Perform

1. Differentiate between fast and slow
beat through movement or other
response.

2. Consistently perform beat accurately
with movement

2. Consistently perform strong and weak beats
in a musical context.

2. Consistently perform beat one in 2/4, 3/4, or
4/4 through movement or on an instrument.

2. Consistently perform beat one in 2/4, 3/4,
and 4/4 through movement or on an
instrument in a musical context.

2. Consistently perform beat one in various time
signatures and tempi by playing or moving in a
musical context.

Create

2. Create and perform movements that
demonstrate an awareness of the beat of
a song.

3. Create and perform 2-, 3- and 4-beat
rhythms using note and rest values listed
above.

3. Create and perform 2-, 3-, and 4- beat
rhythms using note and rest values listed
above.

3. Create and perform 2-, 3-, and 4- beat
rhythms using note and rest values listed
above.

3. Create and perform multi-measure rhythms
in 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 that incorporate note and
rest values listed above.

3. Create and perform multi-measure rhythms in
2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 that incorporate note and rest
values listed above.

Vocab: Pitch
& Melody

Higher, Lower

Line note, space note
Same, step, skip
Solfege, so, mi, la

Leap
do, re

fa
Ledger lines

Major scale, minor scale
Grand Staff
F clef, bass clef

Respond

1. Compare performances of pieces of
music (e.g. The Elephant vs. The Aviary; soprano

1.Identify a m-s-l pattern performed on
neutral syllables.

1. Identify a d-r-m-s-l pattern performed on
neutral syllables.

Pentatonic scale
Low la, low so, high do’
Octave
G clef, treble clef
1. Identify a pentatonic pattern performed on
neutral syllables.

1. Identify a melodic pattern inclusive of fa
and performed on neutral syllables.

1. Identify a melodic pattern inclusive of ti and
performed on neutral syllables.

2. Identify steps and skips in written and
aural examples.

2. Identify steps, skips, and leaps in in written
and aural examples.

2. Identify pitches on the treble clef staff.

2. Identify pitches on the treble clef staff up to
one ledger line in each direction.

2. Identify grand staff, bass clef, treble clef, and
middle C.

3. Create (individually or in small groups) a 4beat m-s-l pattern on a staff.

3. Create (individually or in small groups) a 4- or 8beat d-r-m-s-l pattern on a staff.

3. Create and notate on the staff (individually or
in small groups) an 8-beat melody using l, and s.

3. Create and notate (individually or in small
groups) an 8-16 beat melody incorporating fa.

Ext: Create (individually or in groups) a rhythmic or
harmonic ostinato to a pentatonic song.

Ext: Create I-V chordal accompaniments of known
songs with harmonic movement.

3. Create and notate (individually or in small
groups) an 8-16 beat melody incorporating low
so, low la, and low ti.

4. Consistently sings within the range of an
octave with clear head voice and accuracy
of pitch between steps and skips.

4. Consistently sings steps and skips
incorporating fa, with good tone and
accuracy of pitch.

[experience
options]

(Pulse CMA)

solo vs. bass solo)

Create

Perform

(QofS CMA)

2. Create and perform (individually or in small
groups) a melodic contour line.

3. Consistently perform and differentiate
between voice timbres (whisper, speaking,
singing, and calling).

4. Consistently sings s-m-l patterns with clear
head voice and accuracy of pitch in
relation to other singers/accompaniment.

Perform

Tempo,
Dynamics,
Timbre, Form,
Style, Tonality
[experience
options]

4. Consistently performs in major and minor
tonalities, inclusive of an octave range, with
good tone and accuracy of pitch.

1. Consistently demonstrate independence while singing, moving, and/or playing an instrument in a performance setting.

(CMA)

Vocab:
Expressive
Elements

4. Consistently sings in the range of a major
sixth with clear head voice and accuracy of
pitch in relation to other singers or
accompaniment.

Ext: Create chordal accompaniments to known songs,
incorporating IV.

Fast, slow
Loud, soft
Voices: whisper, sing, speak, call
Same, different

Allegro, lento
Forte, piano
Percussion Families: shakers, skins, woods,
metals
Question/Answer, or Call/Response

Moderato
Crescendo, decrescendo
ABA
Orchestra Families: percussion, strings,
woodwinds, brass
Classical, contemporary

Mezzopiano, mezzoforte
Accelerando, ritardando
Rondo
Ensemble, orchestra, choir
Jazz, folk

Pianissimo, fortissimo
Fermata
1st and 2nd endings
Band, symphony orchestra
Major, minor

D.C. al Fine
D.S. al Fine
Coda
Mariachi

[Describe various dynamics and tempos in
response to listening examples.]

[Describe various dynamics and tempos in
response to listening examples.]

[Describe various dynamics, tempos, and styles
in response to listening examples.]

[Describe various dynamics, tempos, and styles
in response to listening examples.]

[Describe various dynamics, tempos, styles, and
tonalities in response to listening examples.]

[Identify or create various forms and
timbres.]

[Identify or create various forms and
timbres.]

[Identify or create various forms and timbres.]

[Identify or create various forms and timbres.]

[Describe various dynamics, tempos, styles,
and tonalities in response to listening
examples.]
[Identify or create various forms and timbres.]

[Identify or create various forms and timbres.]

